DOUBLE DUTY
SOLID ALL PURPOSE CLEANER

GENERAL DESCRIPTION: A solid encapsulated detergent for presoaking flatware, and light to medium duty cleaning of floors, walls, and other hard surfaces. Special packaging virtually eliminates overuse of product. To be used with proper dispensing equipment only.

ADVANTAGES: Dispensed – reduces overuse
Versatile – use as presoak or for general cleaning
Also safe for all washable surfaces
Easy to use

PROPERTIES:
- Color: Pink
- Odor: Lemon
- Form: Solid
- Solubility: Moderate
- pH-1% solution: 10.0 to 11.0

APPLICATION: Use material through proper dispenser only. Remove closure from container. Place container into dispenser open end down. Use ¼ to ½ ounce per gallon of water. A qualified service representative should adjust dispenser according to water, soil conditions, and application. When container is empty, remove from dispenser and turn upright. Rinse container and use lid from new container to seal the used one. Container can then be turned into your local recycler.

CAUTION: Solutions of this material may be an eye irritant. Avoid contact. Repeated or prolonged contact with strong solutions may be irritating to the skin. Keep out of reach of children.

PACKAGING: Case 2/6 lb jars

Always consult the MSDS sheet for any hazardous ingredient information, precautions for safe handling and use, health hazard data, or other information regarding this product.